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Answers
Pages 4–5 
1. a) The consonant is doubled before adding –ing.
 b) Change the y to an i before adding –ness.
 c)  If the adjective ends with a consonant + y, change 

the y to i before adding –ly.
 d)  When the noun ends in a consonant + y, the y is 

changed to i before adding –ous.
2. a) entertainment b) clearly c) education
 d) invasion e) forgetting f) dangerous
 g) departure h) wrestling 
  Sentences will vary, but they must contain the 

stated word with the correct spelling, be correctly 
punctuated and must make sense.

3. a) glorious b) forgetting
 c) mysterious d) unnecessary 
 e) dangerous  f)  entertainment
 g) disappear h) beginning
 i) departure

Pages 6–7 
1. in–: inaccurate, incapable, insane, incurable, invisible
 im–: impractical, improper, immature, impossible, 
 immovable
2. Words to be indicated as having the correct prefix:
 indirect, incorrect, indefinite, invalid
3. a) Anna’s maths is always inaccurate.
 b) The roses had greenfly – they were imperfect.
 c) Tom was immature for his age.
 d) The man appeared quite insane.
 e) Amy was incapable of doing better.
 f) The idea sounded impractical.
 g) My new model train was inexpensive.
 h) Most of the answers were incorrect.

Pages 8–9 
1. –sure words: measure, pleasure, enclosure, leisure,  
 treasure;
  –ture words: departure, adventure, furniture, creature, 

structure
2. Write teacher, stretcher, pitcher, richer
3. a) mixture b) adventure c) furniture 
 d) measure e) creature f) pleasure
 g) leisure h) feature i)    structure
4. a)–f)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and must make 
sense.

Pages 10–11 
1. a) shouldn’t b) it’s
 c) haven’t d) can’t
 e) couldn’t f)  I’ll
 g) didn’t h) it’s
2. a) she’ll b) could’ve
 c) didn’t d) shouldn’t
3. a) don’t b) I’ll
 c) haven’t d) won’t
 e) wouldn’t f)  isn’t
 g) hasn’t h) wasn’t
 i) should’ve j)    couldn’t
 k) he’ll l)   they’ll
4. Words which should be identified in bold type.
  We went to the beach last week. It wasnt very warm 

and I had’nt got my coat. I didn’t mind when the sun 
came out but it isnt very nice getting cold. I wouldnt 
have got out of the car but it would have been so 
boring on my own. I shouldnt have bothered though 
because all my sister did was moan and after a while I 
could’nt stand it. I just walked to the shore and threw 

pebble’s into the sea. It wasn’t very exciting. I wont be 
going to the beach again any time soon!

Pages 12–13 
1. Answers will vary, but could include:
 a) conscious, unconscious
 b) certainly, uncertain
 c) surrounded, surrounding
 d) discovered, discovery, discoverer, discovering,  
  undiscovered
 e) describing, description, indescribable
 f) behaviour, behaving, behaved, misbehave
 g) information, informal, misinform
 h) careless, careful, caring
 i) befriend, friendly, friendship, unfriendly
2. a)–h)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and must make 
sense.

3. a) medisin - medicine
 b) knolidge - knowledge
 c) thort - thought
 d) quantitee - quantity
 e) weeree - weary
4.  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

selections from the stated words with the correct 
spelling, be correctly punctuated and make sense.

Pages 14–15 
1.  heal - heel;  berry - bury;  groan - grown;  rain - reign;  

heard - herd;  through - threw
2. a) ball b) weather
 c) fair d) peace
 e) mane f)   meddle
3. a)–f)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and must make 
sense.

4. a)–n)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 
the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and must make 
sense.

Page 16 Progress Test 1 
 1. business
 2. glorious  
 3. imperfect
 4. impossible
 5. leisure
 6. bicycle   
 7. surround
 8. knowledge
 9. thought
 10. creature
 11. occasion
 12. main 
 13. treasure  
 14. unnecessary
 15. departing
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
invisible
impractical
teacher
discover
adventure 
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Answers
Page 17 Progress Test 2 
 1. necessarily
 2. inexpensive  
 3. immature
 4. incorrect
 5. picture
 6. friend  
 7. behave 
 8. medicine
 9. mixture
 10. enclosure
 11. fair
 12. medal 
 13. pleasure 
 14. mysterious
 15. departure 
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
impossible
measure
regular 
structure
dangerous

Pages 18–19 
1. illegal, illegible, illogical, illegitimate, illiterate, illiberal
2. a) responsible b) relevant c) reverent
 d) regular e) resistible f) rational
3. a) illegal b) irregular 
c) irresponsible 
 d) irresistible e) illegible f) irrational
 g) illogical 
4. a)–h)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and must make 
sense.

Pages 20–21 
1. a) subway, telephone, television, submarine
 b) transfer, autobiography, translate, autograph
 c) surface, surplus, circumstances, circumference
2. automatic, television, transformed, subjected,  
 surpassed.
3. a) submarine
 b) subway
4. a) television
 b) telephone
5. a) autobiography
 b) translate
 c) autograph
 d) transfer
6. a) circumstances
 b) surface
 c) surplus
 d) circumference

Pages 22–23 
1. a) preparation b) aviation 
c) imagination 
 d) admiration e) evaporation f) jubilation
2.  a) suffocation b) innovation c) realisation
 d) adoration e) inhalation 
f) examination
3. a) create b) imagine c) educate
 d) inform e) prepare f) affirm
4. a) dominate b) information c) evaporate 
 d) associate e) inform f) imagine 
 g) education h) exterminate i)  transport 
 j) preparation k) imagination l) creation

Pages 24–25 
1.  a) invention b) tension c) magician 

d) extension e) action 
f) completion g) electrician 
h) expansion

2.  The t at the end of the root word is dropped before 
adding –ssion.

3. a) musician b) politician c) exception 
 d) invention e) mathematician
4. a) The new extension was nearing completion.
 b) The class had a discussion about using expression.
 c)  Permission was given for admission of infants to 

the disco.
 d) She had an injection to release the painful tension.

Pages 26–27 
1.  zhun (–sion): erosion, decision, collision, intrusion, 

evasion, explosion, vision, illusion
 shun (–sion): extension, tension, mansion
 shun (–ssion): procession, permission,  admission,  
 profession
2.  explosion, erosion, division, revision, conclusion, 

decision, invasion, confusion, collision, television
3. Examples of zhun sounding words:
  invade/invasion, explode/explosion, divide/division, 

erode/erosion, collide/collision, intrude/intrusion, 
confuse/confusion; 

  Examples of shun sounding words: act/action, 
inflate/inflation, inject/injection, complete/completion, 
discuss/discussion, permit/permission, extend/extension, 
tense/tension, electric/electrician, magic/magician

Pages 28–29 
1.  a) ady’s b) horse’s c) magician’s 

d) children’s e) child’s  f) countries’ 
g) churches’ h) church’s   i) girls’  
j) boy’s  k) driver’s l) crew’s 
m) squirrels’ n) galleries’

2. a) The ladies’ house.
 b) The mouse’s cheese.
 c) The mice’s cheese.
 d) The boy’s toy.
 e) The girls’ swing.
 f) gentleman’s
 g) magician’s
3. Words which should identified in bold type.
  Jame’s and his cousin were playing with toy soldier’s 

when Zacks’ ball knocked them over. James wasn’t 
pleased and started to cry. The boys’ decided to pack 
away and go to play on Emily’s slide. There were soon 
smile’s and no more tears’.

Page 30 Progress Test 3 
 1. illegal
 2. television  
 3. musician
 4. admiration
 5. invention
 6. irrelevant  
 7. autobiography 
 8. transport
 9. confusion
 10. action
 11. cat’s
 12. preparation 
 13. family’s 
 14. boys’
 15. lady’s 
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Answers
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
troll’s
submarine
surface
decision
collision

Page 31 Progress Test 4 
 1. illogical
 2. telephone 
 3. circumstance
 4. subject
 5. electrician
 6. irresponsible  
 7. autograph 
 8. division
 9. explosion
 10. subway
 11. transform
 12. information 
 13. hero’s 
 14. dog’s
 15. girls’ 
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
magician
illusion
transform
ladies’ 
irregular

Pages 32–33 
1.  –ness words: sickness, tiredness, brightness, gentleness, 

quietness
  –hood words: boyhood, neighbourhood, brotherhood, 

childhood, parenthood
  –ship words: friendship, hardship, leadership, fellowship, 

scholarship
2.  –ship words: friendship, worship, leadership, fellowship, 

kingship; 
  –hood words: girlhood, boyhood, childhood, manhood; 
  –ness words: sadness, darkness, coarseness, usefulness, 

carelessness, sharpness
3. a)–f)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, be 
correctly punctuated and must make sense.

Pages 34–35 
1.  guest, vague, plague, rogue, catalogue, guide, guitar, 

disguise, guinea, guilty
2. a) vague – uncertain or unclear  
 b) rogue – a dishonest or mischievous person
 c) catalogue – a list or record of items
 d)  disguise – something that changes the appearance 

of someone, so they cannot be recognised
3.  gift, gear, get, gelding, give, giggle, girl, girder, geyser, 

geese, giddy
4. a)–h)  Sentences will vary, but they must contain 

the stated word with the correct spelling, 
be correctly punctuated and make sense.

Pages 36–37 
1. a) gently b) basically
 c) simply d) economically
 e) visibly  f)  frantically
 g) responsibly h)  dramatically
 i) possibly  j)  athletically
 k) bubbly  l) logically

2. a) gentle b) tragic
 c) usual d) logic/logical
 e) simple f)   angelic
 g) intense h)  alarming
 i) comic/comical  j)  dramatic
 k) basic  l)  spiteful
 m) frantic n)  stupid

3. a)  horribly b) impossible
 c) noisy d)  weary
 e) heavy f)   humbly
 g) feebly h) idly
 i) terribly j)    lucky
 k) angry l)     clumsy
 m) cautious n)  comfortably
 o) lazy p) merry

Pages 38–39 
1.  Across: science, conscious, muscle
 Down: scent, fascinate, disciple, scenic
2. a)–f)  Sentences will vary, but they must the 

correct spelling, be correctly contain the 
stated word with punctuated and must 
make sense.

3. a) scientist 
 b) ascended
 c) scenery
 d) scimitar

Pages 40–41 
1.  a) mountainous b) advantageous c) nervous 

d) dangerous e) famous f) perilous
2. a) furious b) glorious c) mysterious 
 d) envious e) victorious f) luxurious
3. Set A – The e is dropped before adding –ous.
  Set B – The u is dropped from the root word before 

adding –ous.
 Set C – The –le ending is dropped and –ulous is added.
 Set D – The f is changed to a v before adding –ous.

Page 42 Progress Test 5
 1. boyhood
 2. brightness  
 3. catalogue
 4. comically
 5. science
 6. guitar  
 7. horribly 
 8.  fascinate
 9.  famous
 10.  vague
 11.  league
 12.  scene 
 13.  merrily 
 14.  guest
 15.  miraculous 
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
rogue
scissors
tiredness
nervous
simply

Page 43 Progress Test 6 
 1. friendship
 2.  neighbourhood  
 3.  disguise
 4.  stupidly
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 5.  descend
 6.  luckily  
 7.  mountains
 8.  guide
 9.  tremendous
 10.  dramatically
 11.  guilty
 12.  muscles
 13.  poisonous 
 14.  comfortably
 15.  plague 
16–20.  The following five words can be written in any 

order:
guessed
leadership
adventurous
usually 
completely
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